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Abstract

This article proposes a new way to obtain the diffraction patterns of well oriented molecules at atomic resolution. The
method bridges internal source holography, X-ray crystallography and gas phase electron diffraction. It can accurately
recover the scatterer in three spatial dimensions. Using pump–probe techniques, it is capable of simultaneous femtosecond

˚time resolution and Angstrom spatial resolution in three dimensions. It can be implemented using existing sources of short¨
pulses of monochromatic electrons or X-rays. It is applicable to the measurement of surface and bulk chemical reactions.
The possibility of elucidating enzymatic reactions in macromolecules is of particular interest. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In holographic microscopy with an internal source
w xof radiation 1 , X-rays or photoelectrons emitted by

an excited atom are used as the reference wave for
holography. In molecules and condensed matter, part
of this reference wave scatters coherently from nearby
atoms. The scattered waves are analogous to the
object wave in holography. The wave amplitude on a
distant screen is the sum of the reference-wave and
the object-wave amplitudes and the detected inten-
sity is proportional to its square. Therefore, in addi-
tion to the sum of the intensities of the reference
wave and the object wave, the detected intensity
contains an interference term that is analogous to a

w xhologram 2,3 . In crystals, identical atoms in differ-
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1 Part of this work was performed under the auspices of the
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ent unit cells are surrounded by identical environ-
ments. The reference wave emitted by each atom and
the waves scattered from atoms that surround it are
coherent: they produce a hologram. In contrast, the
waves emitted by different excited atoms are inco-
herent; therefore the interference terms among the
holograms produced by different atoms cancel due to
statistical averaging. Such holograms have been ob-
served both with electrons and X-rays as sources.
Several algorithms have been successfully used to
find the three dimensional structure of the emitting

w x 2atoms’ environment 4–6 .

2 Local reference holography has an inherent problem of the
holographic dual image. The dual image problem has been solved
by using the angular asymmetry of the scattering or by recording

w xholograms at several particle energies 7,8 . The subject has been
w x w xreviewed recently by Saldin 4 and Szoke 9 . A more general but¨

closely related method called multiple energy inverse holography
w xhas been devised by Gog 10 . I have not been able to find the

analog of Barton, Tong and Gog’s ideas for the method proposed
in the current paper.

0009-2614r99r$ - see front matter q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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X-ray diffraction by crystals also has holographic
w x 3properties 11–14 . Let us concentrate for the mo-

ment on a single unit cell and assume that part of its
structure is known. The wave diffracted from the
known part can be thought of as the reference wave
and that diffracted from the unknown part of the unit
cell can be viewed as the object wave. The resulting
diffraction pattern intensity is the sum of the intensi-
ties of the reference wave, of the object wave and of
an interference term that is analogous to a hologram.
Again, we note that the crystal consists of many
identical unit cells. The incident X-ray beam is
usually coherent over many unit cells. Therefore, in
contrast to holograms formed by spontaneously emit-
ting atoms, the waves scattered from different unit
cells do interfere with each other. The resultant
diffraction pattern is that of a single unit cell, sam-
pled at discrete angles that satisfy the Bragg condi-

w xtion 15 . The sampling is sparse enough that the
unknown scatterer cannot be reconstructed uniquely
from the hologram. This is a restatement of the
famous ‘phase problem’ of X-ray crystallography.

Let us return now to internal source holography,
where the individual emitters are incoherent. The
continuous diffraction pattern obtained can be sam-
pled more finely than it would be allowed by the
Bragg condition. In accordance with Shannon’s sam-
pling theorem the fine sampling allows one to over-

w x 4come the phase problem 16,17 . An alternative
way around the phase problem is to illuminate coher-
ently a collection of well aligned molecules that are

3 In the ‘kinematic’ or first Born approximation, external source
electron scattering from crystals and surfaces has similar proper-
ties.

4 Žw x .The sampling theorem of Shannon 16 , section 1.3.1.6.1
states that a function with finite bandwidth is completely defined
by its sampled values if they are sampled finely enough. Further

Žw x .clarification was given by Daubechies 17 , chapter 2 . She
emphasized the underlying symmetry: undersampling introduces
indeterminacy, critical sampling produces a representation of the
function that converges very slowly and oversampling allows
rapidly convergent representation. Simply stated, more informa-

Žw xtion always helps. I quote Bricogne’s remarks on this matter 16 ,
.section 1.3.3.1.1.7 : ‘‘Thus the loss of phase is intimately related

to the impossibility of intensity interpolation, implying in return
that any indication of intensity values attached to non-integral
points of the reciprocal lattice is a potential source of phase
information.’’

w xdisordered in their positions 1 . A practical example
is the diffraction of low energy electrons from a
crystalline surface that has relatively few atoms ad-

w xsorbed on it 18 . The resulting continuous diffrac-
tion pattern is a hologram and, indeed, it has been
observed and reconstructed successfully by holo-

w xgraphic methods 4 . Another example is a molecular
crystal that has a dilute molecular substituent dis-

w xpersed in it, occupying random positions 9 . The
most important example would be a molecular gas

Ž .with well oriented rotationally ordered molecules.
Such arrangements have been approximated by se-

w xlective excitations of molecules 19 . An X-ray or
electron beam incident on such a system would give
the diffraction pattern of a single molecule at any
diffraction angle: there are no Bragg conditions to
satisfy and the interference terms among different
molecules would average to zero.

In summary, interference patterns produced by
independently emitting atoms in a crystal and by
X-rays incident on a translationally disordered en-
semble of well oriented molecules are similar. Each
one of them is an incoherent sum of identical inter-
ference patterns produced within a small neighbor-
hood. They have enough information to recover the

Ž .scatterer uniquely within some limits and they can
be reconstructed, or ‘solved’ by their analogy to
holography. In this paper I propose a new method to
produce an orientationally ordered, but translation-
ally disordered, array of molecules in a crystal. I will
show that if a crystal is a mixture of two kinds of
molecules at random positions, its diffraction pattern
consists of Bragg spots at the regular places and of a

Ž .continuous diffuse background. The Bragg spots
are those of the average molecule. The continuous
Ž .diffuse diffraction pattern is the sum of the intensi-
ties of the diffraction patterns of the individual ‘dif-
ference’ molecules in the unit cell. I will argue that
the measurement of such diffraction patterns may
enable us to solve the molecular structure with atomic
resolution in all three dimensions and femtosecond
time resolution, even in large molecules.

2. The proposed new method

I will illustrate the new method by describing a
‘pump–probe’ experiment of time-resolved X-ray
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crystallography. Structural changes in a molecular
crystal are initiated by a short light pulse—the
pump. 5 A series of diffraction data sets are then
recorded at delayed times, using short X-ray pulses
—the probe. The structures, reconstructed from each
recorded diffraction pattern, are instantaneous pho-
tographs of the reacting molecule. The whole series
of them is a movie of the reaction. The diffraction
pattern of the ‘precursor’ system is usually also
recorded and solved separately: a much easier task.
Two salient examples that have been studied recently
are the detachment of CO from Myoglobin and
structural changes in Photoactive Yellow Protein
during its photocycle. A recent review on the subject

w xwas written by Moffat 20 .
Let us assume that only a fraction of the molecules

gets excited and undergoes the time dependent pro-
Ž .cess. This was true in both examples. The quantum

nature of photons assures us that the excited
molecules are randomly placed. We note that changes
in the molecule induced by the reaction are usually
fairly small and localized. It seems reasonable, there-
fore, to decompose the electron density of such a
crystal into that of a ‘perfect’ crystal of a hypotheti-
cal molecule that is the average of the reacting and
unreacting species and a ‘random’ set of molecules
whose electron density is the deviation from the
average. These random molecules are orientationally
ordered and spatially completely disordered. 6 Let us
now assume that the short X-ray pulse is monochro-
matic. Intuitively, we expect that the diffraction from
the perfect part of the crystal produces Bragg spots,
while that of the random part produces a continuous
Ž .diffuse diffraction pattern. The rest of this section
is devoted to verifying this intuitive notion mathe-
matically.

I will calculate the X-ray diffraction pattern of a
perfect crystal with uniformly randomly excited
molecules in it. I use standard crystallographic nota-

5 Other short pulses, e.g. short electron pulses and pulsed
releases of reactants, have also been used in time-resolved experi-
ments.

6 In statistical physics jargon, they constitute a lattice gas: the
probability of any one of the perfectly ordered sites in the crystal
being reactive or unreactive is the same and is independent of the
status of any other site.

tion, a scalar incident field and kinematic theory
Ž .first Born approximation. The calculation and nota-
tion are similar to that described by Jagodzinsky and

w xFrey 21 . Much of the groundwork has been laid
w xpreviously 9,22 .

Consider a crystal having N unit cells, with lat-
tice translation vectors a, b, c. Let us index the unit
cells by three integers, n , n , n . The coordinates of1 2 3

the origins of the unit cells of the crystal are nsn a1

qn bqn c, for ngV, where V is the volume of2 3

the crystal. In addition to lattice translations, there
may be G internal symmetry elements in the unit

Ž .cell corresponding to rotation–translation operators
G , where 1-g-G. They may correspond to crys-g

tallographic symmetry, non-crystallographic symme-
try or both. 7 Let us concentrate on one molecule in
the crystal. Let that particular molecule define the
‘first’ asymmetric unit in the ‘first’ unit cell in the
crystal with coordinate vectors r . If it is unexcited1
Ž .not reacting its electron density is denoted by
Ž . Ž .r r and if the same molecule is excited reacting0 1

Ž .its electron density is denoted by r r . The full1 1

crystal symmetry is expressed by

r G r qn sr r ; for all 1-g-G , ngVŽ .Ž .0 g 1 0 1

1Ž .

and a similar relation holds for r . In kinematic1

theory, the structure factors are the Fourier transform
of the electron density,

F H s r r exp 2p iHPFFr d r , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
crystal

where FF is the transformation between Cartesian
and fractional coordinates. The notation emphasizes
that H is a continuous variable. If the crystal is
‘perfect’ the reciprocal vector is restricted to integer
components, denoted by h, and the integration re-
duces to one over a single unit cell. 8

7 The crystal symmetry operators always form a discrete group,
but the non-crystallographic symmetry operators do not necessar-
ily do so. Our derivation is valid for both kinds of symmetry.

8 Ž .In an imperfect crystal F H is the Fourier transform of the
single unit cell multiplied by a ‘sharp’ function of H that is
peaked at integer values of its components and has a width that is
approximately the number of well ordered unit cells in each
direction.
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Let us assume that some of the molecules are
excited and reacting. This can be described by a

Ž .random variable j n, g that takes the value 1 if the
molecule is reacting and the value 0 if it is not.

Ž .Notice that the index pair n, g points to a unique
Ž .molecule. For a given crystal j n, g is a particular

‘realization’ of the random variable. Thus the elec-
tron density at any point in the crystal can be written
as

r r sj n , g r r q 1yj n , g r r ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 0 1

3Ž .

where

rsG r qn; 1-g-G ; ngV .g 1

We assume now that the mean probability of excita-
tion is p, independent of position, and that there are
no correlations among the excitations of different

Ž .molecules. By subtracting p the average of j , we
define a new random variable with more convenient
properties:

h n , g sj n , g yp. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
This new variable has the value 1yp for a reacting

Ž .molecule with probability p and the value yp for
Ž .a non-reacting molecule with probability 1yp . It

is easy to see that

² :h n , g s0, 5Ž . Ž .
² X X :h n , g h n , gŽ . Ž .

sp 1yp d n , nX
d g , gX , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

² :where . . . denote the average over the crystal and
Ž X. Ž X. Ž .d n, n and d g, g are discrete Kronecker delta

w xfunctions 23 . Using this new variable, the electron
density in the crystal can be written as

r r s h n , g qp r rŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1

q 1ypyh n , g r r . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1

It is natural to define the average density of the
crystal as

² : ² : w xr r s r r sp r r q 1yp r rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 0 1

8Ž .

and the difference density, introduced by the reac-
tion, as

Dr r sDr r sr r yr r , 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 0 1

In terms of the average and the difference electron
Ž .densities, the electron density in the crystal, 7 , can

be written as

² :r r s r r qh n , g Dr r , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1

where
rsG r qn; 1-g-G ; ngV .g 1

This is the anticipated result: the electron density of
the crystal is the sum of a ‘perfect’ crystal, with the

Ž .average density given by 8 and a ‘difference’ den-
Ž .sity, given by 9 , multiplied by the random variable,

Ž .h n, g .
The measured diffraction intensities are propor-

tional to

< < 2 XF H s r r r rŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
cryst cryst

=
X Xexp 2p iHPFF ryr d r d r . 11Ž . Ž .

This is the well-known Patterson expression. Both
integrations have to be carried out over the whole
crystal. It can be decomposed into an integral over
the first asymmetric unit and a discrete summation
over n and g, yielding

< < 2 XF H s r r r rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ÝH H
X X asym asymn g n g

=
X Xexp 2p iHPFF ryr d r d r , 12Ž . Ž .

where

rsG r qn; rX sG X rX qnX ;g 1 g 1

1-g , gX
-G ; n , nX gV .
Ž . Ž . Ž X .When 10 is substituted for r r and r r , the

integrand consists of four terms

r r r rXŽ . Ž .
² :² X :s r r r rŽ . Ž .1 1

² X :qh n , g r r Dr rŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X X ² : Xqh n , g r r Dr rŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1

qh n , g h nX , gX
Dr r Dr rX . 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1

The first term is the diffraction pattern of the ‘aver-
age’ crystal. Its intensity is given by the usual ex-
pression,

< < 2 ² :² X :F h s r r r rŽ . Ž . Ž .H Have
cryst cryst

=
X Xexp 2p ihPFF ryr d r d r ,Ž .

14Ž .
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where h is now restricted to integral components.
When the discrete sums are carried out in the second

Ž . ² Ž .:and third terms in 13 , we obtain a factor h n, g
Ž .that Õanishes by 5 . Let us write out the fourth term

explicitly:

< < 2 X XF H s h n, g h n , gŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýcont
X Xn g n g

Dr r Dr rXŽ . Ž .H H
asym asym

=
X Xexp 2p iHPFF ryr d r d r , 15Ž . Ž .

where

rsG r qn; rX sG X rX qnX ;g 1 g 1

1-g , gX
-G ; n , nX gV .

Ž . Ž .From 6 , the double sums in 15 give

h n , g h nX , gXŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý
X Xn g n g

sp 1yp d n , nX
d g , gX . 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý

n g

Ž .Therefore, using the periodicity of D r r and re-
stricting the coordinates in the exponential by
Ž X. Ž X. Ž .d n, n d g, g , we get from 15

ryrX sG r yrX , 17Ž . Ž . Ž .g 1 1

and finally,

< < 2F HŽ .cont

sp 1yp N Dr r Dr rXŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝH H 1 1
asym asymg

=
X Xexp 2p iHPFFG r yr d r d r . 18Ž . Ž .g 1 1

This complicated formula has a simple interpretation.
The inner integral is the continuous diffraction pat-
tern of a single molecule whose density is the differ-
ence between a reacting and a non-reacting molecule
Ž . Ž9 . It is that of the g th molecule in the ‘first’ unit

. Ž .cell. The whole continuous diffuse diffraction pat-
Žtern is the incoherent sum i.e. the sum of the

.intensities of the diffraction patterns of each one of
the symmetry related molecules in the first unit cell.

Ž .The multiplying factor, p 1yp N, shows that each
unit cell contributes equally and that at small or large
occupancies, the diffracted intensity is proportional
to the fraction of the minority component. When half
the molecules are reacting it reaches its maximum of
Nr4.

To summarize: the diffraction pattern of a crystal,
with part of its molecules reacting, consists of Bragg
spots at the regular places and of a continuous
Ž .diffuse background. The Bragg spots are those of
the average molecule and the intensity distribution of

Ž .the continuous diffuse diffraction pattern is the sum
of the intensities of the diffraction patterns of the
individual ‘difference’ molecules in a unit cell.

3. Signal levels

Crystallographic measurements usually concen-
Ž .trate on the discrete Bragg diffraction pattern and

treat diffuse scattering as background. In order to
estimate the signal to noise ratio of the continuous
diffraction pattern, I compare it to that achievable by
‘subtracting’ the diffraction patterns of the unreacted

Ž . Ž .crystal, F h , and the hypothetical reacted crystal,0
Ž .F h . The corresponding structure factors are1

1r2 w xF h sN r r exp 2p ihPFFr d r ,Ž . Ž .H0 0
unit cell

19Ž .

1r2 w xF h sN r r exp 2p ihPFFr d r .Ž . Ž .H1 1
unit cell

20Ž .

Average and difference structure factors can be de-
fined similarly,

1r2 ² : w xF h sN r r exp 2p ihPFFr d r ,Ž . Ž .Have
unit cell

21Ž .

1r2 w xF h sN Dr r exp 2p ihPFFr d r .Ž . Ž .Hdiff
unit cell

22Ž .

Ž . Ž .From 8 , 9 the electron densities are related by

² :r r yr r sp r r yr r sp Dr r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 0

23Ž .

The Fourier transform of this equality gives the
structure factor identity,

F h yF h sp F h . 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ave 0 diff
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Ž .There are fundamental sum rules for the angle
integrated intensities of diffraction patterns that fol-

w x Žlow from the optical theorem 15,21 . Both the
discrete and the continuous diffraction patterns have

. Ž .to be integrated. In the kinematic first Born ap-
proximation the total diffracted intensity is a simple
sum of the diffracted intensity of all the molecules.
We denote the integrated diffraction intensity corre-

Ž . < < 2sponding to the actual reacting crystal, 11 , by F
suppressing the index h. From the sum rules it
follows that

< < 2 < < 2 < < 2F sp F q 1yp F , 25Ž . Ž .0 1

where we denote the integrated intensities corre-
Ž . Ž . < < 2sponding to 19 – 22 by F , etc. Similarly, one0

can see that

22< < < < < <F s p F q 1yp F ;� 4Ž .ave 0 1

< < 2 < < 2F sp 1yp F 26Ž . Ž .cont diff

< < 2 < < 2 < < 2and the relation F s F q F is thus satis-ave cont

fied. We assume now that the uncertainty of the
measurement of the diffraction intensities comes from
counting statistics alone and we neglect the problems
caused by other sources of diffuse background. It can
then be shown that the signal to noise ratio of the
measurement of the continuous diffraction pattern is
comparable to that obtainable by subtracting the

Ž .discrete diffraction patterns as in 24 .

4. Reconstruction algorithms and simulations

It remains to be shown that the diffuse diffraction
pattern indeed provides extra information and that
such information can lead to the recovery of the
molecular structure. In order to convince the scepti-
cal reader, I discuss how to reconstruct the difference

Ž . Ž .density D r r of 9 from the continuous diffraction
pattern of the reacting crystal alone, without directly
using the discrete diffraction pattern of the reacting
crystal or that of the precursor. I will use the holo-

w xgraphic reconstruction algorithm, EDEN 14 for this
task, which is a version of the well-known phase

w xretrieval problem of image processing 24 . How-
ever, it is clearly advantageous to use the discrete
diffraction patterns of the reacting crystal and of the
precursor together with the continuous diffraction

pattern, making this task similar to reconstruction
problems in crystallography. The subject will be
discussed briefly at the end of this section.

For simplicity I assume that the crystal has no
crystallographic or non-crystallographic symmetry.
This is the most favorable case: the continuous
diffraction pattern is that of a single, well oriented
molecule. I assume that the continuous diffraction
pattern is processed by a low pass filtering algorithm
similar to that presented in appendix A of Szoke¨
w x25 . This is an important step: as shown above, the
integrated intensity of the continuous diffraction pat-
tern is sizable; nevertheless, a pointwise measure-
ment without a proper low pass filter would intro-
duce very large and unnecessary noise.

The structure factor for the effective difference
density is a complex function of the continuous
variable H:

1r2
F H s p 1yp N Dr rŽ . Ž . Ž .Hcont 1

unit cell

= w xexp 2p iHPFFr d r , 27Ž .1 1

< Ž . < 2but only the square of its amplitude, F H , cancont

be measured. The molecule to be retrieved is in the
unit cell of the real crystal, which we call the ‘basic’
cell. Let us define a ‘large’ unit cell of axes ka, kb,
kc, where k is a small integer, say 2 or 3, into which
we embed the basic cell. The electron density in the
basic cell is unknown, but we do know that the rest
of the large unit cell is empty. The amplitudes of the
diffraction pattern at integer values of the reciprocal
lattice of the large unit cell sample the reciprocal
lattice of the basic cell at 1rk fractional coordinates.
This is a straightforward crystallographic problem
that can be run on EDEN. It is expected that the

Ž .emptiness of 7r8th of the unit cell for ks2 is a
sufficient constraint for the algorithm to converge.
There may be additional knowledge: it is often known
that the reaction distorts only some parts of the
molecule and not others. In that case, the difference
density is zero over much of the molecule. Some-
times, the part of the molecule that ‘disappears’ is
known. For example, when CO-Myoglobin is pho-
tolyzed, we know that the negative part of the differ-

Ž .ence electron density is at least that of the CO in
the precursor. EDEN deals with such constraints by
treating them as spatial targets.
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There are caveats to the expected convergence.
To begin with, there are three essential ambiguities
of crystal structure solutions which could be resolved

Ž .only by the impossible measurement of the abso-
lute phases of the reflections. The first one is transla-

Ž . Žtional symmetry: an electron density r r and r rq
.r with any constant r give the same diffraction0 0

pattern. The second ambiguity is the enantiomorph:
Ž .two crystal structures that have densities r r and

Ž .r yr are centric reflections of each other; if the
densities are real numbers, they also have the same
diffraction pattern. 9 The third one is the Babinet

Ž . Ž .opposite: two electron densities, r r and Ryr r
Ž .where R is an arbitrary constant have the same

Ž .diffraction pattern except the hs 0, 0, 0 term that
cannot be measured. Crystal structure solutions re-
lated by these symmetries are, therefore, equally
‘correct’. In practice, mixtures of enantiomorphic
and Babinet opposite structures have been obtained
by EDEN. This is a well-known problem in image

w xprocessing phase retrieval 24 . Another caveat is
that, in the presence of internal symmetry, G)1,
one gets the sum of the diffraction patterns of the
molecule in each orientation. In principle, EDEN ’s
retrieval method can cope with this problem, but the
recovery is expected to be more unstable. In all
cases, knowledge of the approximate location of the
variable domain should help.

We exercised EDEN on a toy molecule of 10
atoms. One of the atoms was moved to simulate the
‘reactive’ species. We successfully recovered the
‘difference’ molecule of one positive and one nega-
tive atom from its sampled continuous diffraction
pattern without additional information, from various
initial conditions. As expected, the results were cor-
rect except for the translational uncertainty, the enan-
tiomorph and the Babinet opposite. The example was
too simple to exhibit the more complex maladies of
recovering mixtures of those three.

ŽFor a more realistic simulation and one with
.biological interest we used two structures of the

9 In the presence of anomalous dispersion, if there are at least
two different kinds of atoms in the crystal, Friedel’s rule is broken
and the two enantiomorphs can be distinguished. In fact, different
incident wavelengths produce independent datasets, allowing an
absolute determination of the crystal structure.

Ž .Photoactive Yellow Protein PYP from the Protein
ŽData Bank. I will refer to them as ‘dark’ 2PHY,

w x. Ž w x. 1026 and ‘stationary’ 2PYP, 27 . The purpose
of the simulation was to show that the additional
information, contained in the continuous diffraction
pattern, improves the recovery of the stationary and
dark versions of PYP. First, we placed the molecules
into a unit cell of doubled dimensions, declared it
artificially to be of P1 symmetry and calculated the
diffraction pattern of the difference molecule to 1.5
Å resolution. This simulated the continuous diffrac-
tion pattern of the single molecule sampled at integer
and half integer values of the original reciprocal
lattice. We now simulated an imperfect knowledge
of the dark and stationary structures: we calculated

Ž .their complex structure factors and perturbed their
real and imaginary parts with independent random
Gaussians. The mean amplitudes of the perturbations
were proportional to those of the original structure
factors and were 20% of them. We then calculated a
‘difference Fourier’ map: its structure factor ampli-
tudes were the differences between those of the
Ž .perturbed dark and stationary molecules and its

Ž .phases were those of the perturbed dark molecule.
The average phase difference between the resulting
structure factors and the correct ones was 658. When
a contour map was produced using XtalView, the
difference molecule was clearly visible but the signal
to noise ratio was between y2 and q3. 11 We now
used the amplitudes of the ‘continuous’ diffraction
pattern of the difference molecule to simulate mea-
sured amplitudes and ran EDEN with the difference
Fourier map as its starting point and with a zero

Žmask over the unoccupied parts of the doubled
. 12dimension unit cell. The result is shown in Fig. 1.

It is indistinguishable from the original difference

10 We note that the two structures are quite different from the
˚ w xones at 0.85 A resolution published by Genick et al. 28 . Unfortu-

nately, neither experimental data nor coordinates of the latter
structures were available at the Protein Data Bank.

11 The stationary structure, 2PYP, has alternative configurations
near the active site. This is the probable cause for the asymmetry
in the positive and negative contour levels.

12 The mask was prepared by adding the electron densities of the
˚dark and the stationary structures, smearing them to 5 A resolution

and masking in the low density parts in 95% of the unit cell.
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Fig. 1. Electron density of the difference between the ‘dark’ and the ‘stationary’ structures of Photoactive Yellow Protein, as recovered by
EDEN. The starting point was a difference Fourier map of the 20% perturbed original structures. The noiseless continuous diffraction

Ž . Ž .pattern amplitudes were fitted at integer and half integer values of the original reciprocal lattice. Blue contours are positive at 30s red
Ž .ones are negative at 20s . The molecular models have not been used to fit the electron density, they are displayed only to guide the eye

and to show the quality of the reconstruction.

Žbetween the two structures. The average phase dif-
ference from the correct phases was 218. The signal
to noise ratio of the map was y20 to q30; a factor

.of ten improvement. Note that our simulation was
optimistic: we used noiseless data for the diffuse
diffraction pattern, we ignored the discrete diffrac-
tion pattern of the average molecule and we did not
add the continuous diffraction patterns of symmetry

Ž .related molecules as in 18 .
A more sophisticated algorithm would use all

available information: the discrete diffraction pattern
of the precursor, that of the reacting crystal and the
continuous pattern simultaneously. If the precursor

Ž . Ž .crystal is solved, r r is known. Relation 230

among the unreacted, the average and the difference
densities can be used in real space in EDEN. The

Ž .structure factor identity, 24 can be used in recipro-
cal space to set up the equations to describe the three
sets of measurements. 13 This is expected to resolve
the aforementioned ambiguities. In contrast, in exist-

13 In a more traditional approach, we could use the known
Ž .magnitudes and phases of F h . In the reacting crystal, the0

< Ž . <magnitudes of F h and of the continuous diffraction patternave
< Ž . <F h can also be measured. In the simple case of Gs1,cont
< Ž . < w Ž .xy1 r2 < Ž . < Ž . Ž .F h s p 1y p F h from 19 , 22 . A geometricdiff cont

Ž .construction then retrieves the phase of F h within an ambigu-diff

ity reminiscent of single isomorphous replacement.
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ing experiments the difference electron density,
Ž .p D r r , is approximated by a ‘difference Fourier’

prescription. Such prescription recovers only half the
electrons and introduces a ‘garbage’ density of an
equal number of electrons to the recovered ones
w x9,13 . Difference Fourier methods are also very
sensitive to lack of completeness of the data. The
latter is a serious problem in time resolved X-ray
diffraction. EDEN is much less affected by this
problem.

5. Applications and variations on the theme

The method is suited for measurement of dynamic
processes in crystalline materials. One example is the
formation of color or F-centers. We could pulse the
material with a short light pulse and follow the
motion of charges as the F-center is formed. Another
materials experiment would be the time evolution of
photon stimulated desorption. A short pulse laser or
other light pulse would eject atoms from a surface in
a random pattern, that would lead to diffuse scatter-
ing as outlined in this paper. Of course, many other
femtosecond time scale materials phenomena can be

Žprobed melting and other phase transitions, photo
assisted chemical reactions, solid ablation dynamics,

.X-ray induced defects in semiconductors, etc. .
A straightforward crystallographic application of

our method is the measurement of continuous
diffraction patterns produced by heavy atoms used in
isomorphous replacement. Unless the occupancy of a
heavy atom is 100%, it is reasonable to assume that
the atoms occupy random lattice sites. If so, a con-
tinuous diffraction pattern would be produced that
contains the diffraction pattern of the heavy atoms
only. In the simplest case this is not very interesting
or useful because the positions and occupancies of
the heavy atoms provide the same information as the
continuous diffraction pattern. On the other hand, if
there is lack of isomorphism between the native and
the heavy atom derivative, the continuous diffraction
pattern allows one to recover the non-isomorphous
part.

Another important tool for solving crystal struc-
tures relies on the incorporation of seleno-methionine
into proteins. Such proteins are used to solve the
crystal structure either as part of multiple isomor-

phous replacement or, even more directly, by doing
multiple anomalous dispersion experiments on the
Se-containing crystals. As the S- and the Se-contain-

Ž .ing crystals are usually very similar isomorphous , it
is reasonable to assume that mixed crystals could be
produced in any proportion and that the Se-contain-
ing proteins would occupy purely random sites. As
discussed above, such crystals should produce siz-
able continuous diffraction patterns. Those patterns
are produced by the differences of the electron densi-
ties of the Se and the S atoms only. They contain
additional information and should help to solve the
crystal structure.

For another example, we assume that a large
molecule is laid down on a substrate, for instance a
silicon crystal that has been patterned on an appro-
priate scale. An example of a molecule is a short
strand of DNA. It has been found that such molecules
are quite stable in a low energy electron beam. The
angular distribution of the scattered electron beam
can be detected by standard LEED techniques. It
consists of a discrete diffraction pattern due to the
substrate and a continuous pattern due to the ad-
sorbed molecule. If the crystal is good enough and
cold enough, it will not contribute appreciably to the
continuous pattern. The continuous pattern could be
analyzed using the theoretical techniques developed
in this paper. In particular, if part of the molecule is
known, the rest could be found. The atoms of the
substrate crystal may also be used as part of the

w xreference 29,30 .

6. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper I have proposed a new method of
‘holographic’ X-ray diffraction that, I claimed, is

˚capable of Angstrom spatial resolution in three di-¨
mensions and of femtosecond time resolution. Let
me put these claims into perspective.

Regarding spatial resolution, I start by reviewing
the properties of holography with a local reference
w x1,9 . In such holograms, the distance between the
reference and any point in the object is only a few
wavelengths, while the recording medium is a
macroscopic distance away. Such holograms have,
therefore, large intrinsic magnification. The coher-
ence requirement for illumination is very low and the
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fringes are macroscopic, so they can be resolved on
ordinary recording media. All examples discussed in
this paper have, in addition, many identical copies of
the ‘holographic arrangement’ and the intensities of
the individual holograms produced by each one of

Žthem are added to produce the observed signal. In
the main example of Section 2, there can be 1012 –

18 .10 identical molecules in the crystal. This prop-
erty is crucial for the feasibility of the experiments
for two reasons: one is to minimize the damage
caused by X-rays, the other one is to minimize the
number of photons required to record the diffraction
pattern. First, as forcefully pointed out by Sayre and

w xChapman 31 , penetrating radiation destroys the
Ž .sample more efficiently than it produces coherently

scattered radiation. In order to have enough signal to
noise ratio for a reliable reconstruction of the scat-
terer, f200 scattered photons have to be detected
per spatial resolution element, or voxel for each gray

w xlevel 9 . For a reasonable resolution of 30=30=30
voxels, 5 gray levels and a ratio of 10 molecules

Ž .destroyed for each coherently scattered photon, the
hologram could be recorded from as few as 3=108

molecules but they would all be destroyed in the
process. However, if there are 1012 molecules in the
crystal, and if the area detector intercepts 1r10th of
all scattered photons, the incident beam damages
only 0.3% of the molecules. 14 Consider now the
source strength. With 1012 molecules in the crystal, a
detector intercepting 1r10 of the scattered photons
and a cross-section of 3=10y24 cm2 per atom, the
number of incident X-ray photons needed is f6=

1014 ; such a number is available from an undulator
in a reasonable time. Naturally, larger crystals are
less damaged and need proportionately fewer pho-
tons. The conclusion is that with the proposed

˚method, it is feasible to produce holograms of 1 A
resolution.

Consider now time resolution. Important suc-
cesses of ultrafast time-resolved crystallography were

w xreviewed recently by Moffat 20 . Most of the work
was done using wide bandwidth synchrotron radia-
tion and Laue diffraction. Laue diffraction accesses

14 If the changes in the molecule occupy only a small part of the
unit cell, this knowledge can be used to decrease the number of
voxels needed to represent the feature. Therefore, the number of
photons needed to record the hologram can be decreased.

a larger fraction of the reciprocal space than
Žmonochromatic radiation does; therefore many dis-

.crete reflections can be measured with one crystal
orientation. With monochromatic radiation only a
few Bragg reflections can be measured at one crystal
position and, consequently, the recording of a fairly
complete set of reflections would take too long with
available X-ray sources. It is well known that Laue
diffraction is sensitive to crystal imperfections; it
also suffers from overlapping orders and a relatively
large background. In order to underline the difficul-

w xties, I quote Moffat 32 : ‘‘Application to other
protein systems such as DNA photolyase, photosyn-
thetic reaction centers and bacteriorhodopsin, and
processes such as light-driven protein unfolding, is
likely to occupy synchrotron-based scientists for
some time. Extension from the ns. to the 100 ps.
and later to fs. time domain will require new strate-
gies . . . ’’. The present proposal may open up some
of this new domain. There are several reasons for my
optimism. The proposed method depends only on
local order; it is insensitive to long-range order.
Monochromatic radiation from undulators is widely

Žavailable. Although it was not discussed in the
paper, relatively wide bandwidth radiation is usable

.for the method. The continuous diffraction pattern is
produced only by the ‘interesting’ part of the reac-
tive molecule. In previous time-resolved diffraction
methods, the square roots of the intensities of the
Bragg peaks of the reactive crystal and its precursor
were subtracted to form a difference Fourier map. As
discussed in Section 3, the signal to noise ratio
obtainable by this procedure is similar to that of the
continuous diffraction pattern but, as it is a small
difference between two large numbers, it may be
worse in practice. In the proposed method, ‘inde-
xing’ of the diffraction pattern is straightforward as
there are no overlapping orders. One could do a
differential measurement: the continuous diffraction
pattern is recorded first without triggering the reac-
tion, then subtracted from the time delayed measure-

Ž .ment. It can be seen from 25 that much of the
Bragg reflection intensity cancels out in this proce-
dure. More importantly, diffuse scattering from the
crystal caused by disorder and thermal motion is
eliminated. Last but not least, it should be easier to

Ž .get really short femtosecond pulses of monochro-
matic radiation than broad band X-rays.
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The proposed method would produce an unusual
‘hologram’: it is difficult to decide what is the
reference and what is the object. Nevertheless, it has
the essence of holography: the scattering among
different atoms within a single molecule is coherent

Ž .and the continuous diffuse diffraction pattern pro-
duced can be sampled on a finer scale than the
Nyquist criterion. It is to be emphasized that the
diffracted intensity in non-Bragg directions contains
additional, independent information that allows the
complete recovery of the electron density of the
molecule. In the language of crystallography, not
only reciprocal lattice points, but the entire volume
of the Ewald sphere within the resolution limit is
accessible. As the continuous diffraction pattern is
not concentrated into Bragg peaks, its intensity is
fairly low, so sophisticated signal processing is a
must. On the other hand, the contrast of the diffrac-
tion pattern is of the order of unity, as opposed to

w xX-ray holograms that have very low contrast 5,10 ;
nevertheless, accurate images were obtained recently

w xwith Gog’s method 6 . The proposed method is
w xsimilar to holographic LEED 18 and to the recov-
w xery of ordered superstructures 33 . When there are

several molecules in the unit cell related by crystal-
lographic and non-crystallographic symmetry, a sum
of the intensities of the diffraction patterns of indi-
vidual molecules in symmetry related orientation is
measured. Although this degrades its information
content, such a diffraction pattern still contains much
more information than gas phase electron diffraction
or X-ray diffraction in solutions, that yield the inco-
herent sum of the diffraction patterns of a molecule

w xin all possible orientations 34 . Outstanding exam-
ples of the valuable information obtainable from gas
phase electron diffraction are the picosecond resolu-

w xtion studies of Zewail’s group 35 . Finally, our
holographic reconstruction program, written for

w xmacromolecular crystallography 14 needs only mi-
nor modifications to recover the electron density of
the reacting part of the molecule.
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